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"Towards his workmen he was an extraordi
nary humane employer and he very early estab
lished a well organized sick-benefit association 

and old age provision fund for the workers. But 
he stood on the old paternalist standpoint and 

wanted both in large and small-scale produc
tion, the employer to be the father and master 
of the workers. With trade unionism he never 
learned to sympathize."1 

This obituary extract is about one of the great

est entrepreneurs in Danish industrial history 
- C. C. Burmeister, one of the founders of the 
world-wide shipyard and engine works Bur

meister & Wain Ltd. At the same time the 

extract represents a generally acknowledged 
view on the development in relations between 
employer and workers from the early days of 
capitalism until the turn of the century 1900. 

The term paternalism is normally regarded the 
most appropriate to characterize the manageri

al system up to the early years of this century. 
The turn of the century, then, marks a general 
turn over of this system. In almost every West
ern industrialized country paternalism is final
ly replaced by what could be termed a formal

ized system of relations -regulated by workers' 

unions and employers' organisations. Apart from 
temporal variations in this turn over - large 

enterprises in big cities seem to be most fully 
and fastest caught by development - only few 

will complain of this as a general feature all 
over Western Europe and in the United States. 

However, in this article I will question this 
evolutionary scheme at a principal and funda
mental point: The matter is seriously misunder
stood if paternalism is seen as an old system 
steadily declining throughout the nineteenth 

century and finally getting its deathblow at the 
turn of the century. The kind of paternalism 

referred to in the obituary above is in fact not 
old at all; on the contrary, it has been in exist

ence for only a few decades. Its predecessor in 
the early decades of industrial capitalism was a 

paternalism differing in kind . How and in what 
sense this is the case I will deal with in further 
detail in the following. I both aim to call atten
tion to what I see as a fundamental distinction 

between different kinds of paternalism in the 
period prior to the introduction of formalized 
relations at the turn of the century and to 
explain these ruptures in managerial develop
ment throughout the nineteenth century.2 

I will continue by putting special attention to 
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one spec i fic Dan ish  enterprise ; however, th i s  

o n e  exa m  ple ,  J a rgue, h a s  a h i  story not d i ffer ing 

in princip le  from other i ndustr ia l  plants aR 

regards the re l ation::; between employer a n d  

employees. l w i l l  render th is  probabl e b y  mak

ing references to other i nvestigations of the 

issue as wel l .  However, by look ing espec ia l l y  at 

one entity, one stabl e  empi r ical core ofi  nvestiga

tion, i t  becomes possible to specify in which 
respect the normal way of seeing a shift from 

paternalist to formalist relation between em

ployer and employee hold::; true a n d  i n  w h  ich 

this view leaves us w ith a misl eading under

standing of the deve lopment . 

To make it cl ear, certa i n ly there i s  a general 
turn over around 1 900, but the large amount of 
statements that sees this  as the finishing off of 
a continuous decline of paternal ism,  having its 

roots in an old feudal context, is a discoursive 
construction, as misleading as it is generally 

taken for granted. 
When choosing to make a detailed study of 

one single enterprise I take a different path 
than usual in labour and industrial history. I do 

not agree that a broadly defined study where 
examples are taken from a large variety of 
industrial communities gives more insight into 
the issues under concern. By working with a 
general, and hence diffuse, empirical field, re
search is made dependent on a limited amount 
of the source material - first of all due to the 
necessity to use only printed material (such as 
debate literature, newspapers, etc . ) .  This mate
rial is important, and necessary, but it is biased 
to a very large extent both ideologically and 
discoursively. The widespread dependency on 
this kind of material moreover means that 
there are almost no investigations of social 
relations within industrial plants before the 

rise of a discourse on this issue - in Denmark 

(and in many both Scandinavian and continen
tal countries) not really before 1870, in England 
several decades earlier. By investigating in de

tail the development at one enterprise, also 
prior to the rise of a labour discourse, there is a 
chance to see how a certain economical organ
ism - the company concerned - changes in its 

internal social structure due to altering exteri
or conditions and discoursive climates .  What is 
interesting, however, is that the source materi
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a l  very m uch changes w i th the conj u  nctu reR of 
d i scou rse. Hence, there is a l  most no pr inted 

materi a l  focu R i n g  on i n d u stria l  rel ationR be f()re 

( in  Denma rk) 1 870, a l though l a rge sca le pro

d uction - to r i nstance at Burm eister & Wa in 
has been go i ng  on [i) r  a quarter of a century 

before this wate rs hed.  By l ooking specifical ly at 
one enterprise, then,  i t  is m ade poss i b l e  to use 

all  kin ds of m aterial ,  includ ing the Iil es from 

the factory itself (givin g  i nsights i nto salary 

patterns and development, workshop organ isa
t ion ,  etc . ) .  He reby the way is paved lor a hi  stor

ical reconstruction of dai ly l i fe and i n d ustrial 

relations both before and after the public inter

est i n  these matters has arisen. A side effect of 
this approach, incidentally, is the possibility of 
j udging the often very ideologically character

ized statements in the contemporary papers, 

periodicals, etc . ,  because these statements can 
now be related to a recon struction based upon 
sources separated from the discourse. 

Before going into details with the example of 
Burmeister & Wain, however, I will look at some 
of the origins of the widespread view of pater
nalism as a continuously declining matter lead

ing to a final replacement by formalized rela
tions between employers and workers. 

The Consensus of a Waning Paternal
Ism 

First, it will be appropriate to put forward the 
different arguments for - and statements on 
industrial paternalism as a social system de
clining throughout the second half of the nine
teenth centur  Two contemporary observers 

can be the first to put words to this perception: 

"The bourgeoisie, wherever it has got the upper 
hand, has put an end to all feudal, patriarchal, 
idyllic relations. It has pitilessly torn asunder 
the motley feudal ties that bound man to his 
'natural superiors', and has left remaining no 
other nexus between man and man than naked 
self-interest, than callous 'cash payment"'. 

(Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels in The 

Communist Manifesto ( 1 848) ) 

The way Marx and Engels characterize the 
issue here is generally accepted.  There may be 



object ions to the romantic i ;r. i ng o f' the f i lrmer 

situat ion at the expense o fthe la t  t e r; there may 
be other temporal s i tuations i n  other cou ntries 

- in most continental  and Sca n d inav ian coun 
tries the tu rn of' the century l 900 is often 
pointed to as th e turning yea rs. However, th e 
basic view th at employer/emp loyee rel ations 

develop from a paterna l ist ical ly based system 

to a formalised system is widespread - whatev
er the judgement of the devel opment or the 
concrete period of change . 

Before q uestion ing this view there may be 

reason to specify what i s  meant by patern alism. 
The concept industrial pa ternalism by no mean s 

is used unambiguously. It is seen partly as a 
system of non-anonymous pe rsonal relations 
between master and man , partly as a system 
where wage is pai d in ki nd (housing, foods) 

rather than in cash and fi nally as a system with 
a certain degree of caring for the workers on the 
part ofthe paternalist. These different contents 
not necessarily exclude one another, but it is 
certainly important to distinguish between 
them. 

Through the personal con tent of the rela
tions is pointed to the widespread tendency of 
identifying nineteenth century enterprises with 
single persons, the factory owners themselves. 

If this part of paternalism is weighted, the end 
of paternalism will occur when personally owned 
production entities are altered to joint stock 
companies. However, as I have touched upon in 

an earlier article (Nielsen 1994) there is no 
necessary abolishing of personalized relations 

in connection with a change in ownership - this 
would also make it very hard to explain twenti
eth century companies characterized by per
sonalized leadership. 

The question of extra-economical payment 
also has a tendency to be seen too mechanically 
as a sign of paternalism. Production on capital

istic terms requires some basic components to 
be continuously reproducible. One of these is a 
sufficient (in both number and skill) labour 
force. Along with raw materials, machinery and 
management, capitalistic production is defined 
(in a Marxian sense) by its need for buying 
labourers who earn their living as wage-earn
ers, that is, by selling their time for a certain 
wage. A large amount of factories, from the 

second ha lfofthc 18th century on, are placed in 
ru ra l su  rroundi ngs - due to the need for space, 
(water)power to run the machines, low land 

expenses - with no existent housing facilities, 
n o  f(lod supplies, etc." These circumstan ces 
makes it natural - and even necessary in many 

in stances - for managers of capitalistic enter

prises to sec to all th ese reproductive arrange
ments which are vital to ensure that the work
ers show up day after day. Hereby is a social 
system, established somehow parallel, at least 

in an outer sense, to the manorial community 
system of feudalism. These conditions all in all 
pave the way for small and large ' factory commu 

n ities ' throughout the entire industrialized 

world. This situation, however, where wage is 
paid in hou sing, food, etc. (as well as in cash ) 
does not in itself imply any carefulness on th e 

part of the patemalist.4 

A Declining Paternalism? 

The question oftreatment of the labour force in 
a somehow careful way, what I will choose to 
term a welfare paternalism, approaches the 

issue from another perspective. Obviously a 
personalized leadership as well as extra-eco
nomical payment can be realized in both harsh 
and careful ways. By the term careful I refer to 
a reasonable living standard (culturally rela
tive of course), special arrangements for work

ers and not least security in the period after 
working life, that is when a labourer is no more 
directly beneficial for the enterprise. 

Involving this perspective, however, makes 
clouds rise on the horizon, because suddenly 
there seems to be some problems with the 
evolutionary chronology. Investigations from 

different parts of the industrialized world points 
- as will be shown below - actually to an 

enforced if not new kind of paternalism occur
ring in the last decades of the nineteenth centu

ry. Admittedly, also many researchers find ma
terial that apparently confirms to the general 
view of paternalism declining gradually from a 
distant past. However, I will claim that this is 
due to their concept of investigation: the fact 
that they presuppose an evolutionary model 

makes them satisfied with investigations fo
cused on the tum of the century 1900 where 
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material i s  rich and there arc several proof's 

(like the extract openi ng th i s  a rt icle)  or pater
nalist ideas getting their final stab. Because of 
the widespread 'decline-of paternalism' model 
there are only few investigations to put forward 
for an alternative view. Here I will concentrate 
on two. 

Patrick Joyce talks explicitly of a n ero pater

nalism in investigating "the social system to 
which factory production gave rise in the N orth", 
more specifically Lancashire in mid-nineteenth 

centu ry with its rich amount of - especially 
textile mills. First, this study makes it obvious 
that paternalism is not rel ated solely to rural 
surroundings wh ere several forms of payment 
along with cash arc paid to the workers. Joyce 

investigates settings in one of th e largest city 
communities in the world at this ti me: Man

chester. The fact, for instance, that housing here 
is not normally part of the workers' relation to 
their workplace, does not come into the way of 
excercising paternalism, the city makes up a 
»collectivity of factory neighbourhoods << that 
relates the single worker to a specific mill and 

mill owner (Joyce 1980:  153).  And second, as 
mentioned, he sees a new paternalism rising 

after mid-century. There is a profound rise in 
paternalistic initiatives in the 1860s: "works 

dinners and treats, trips to the countryside and 
the employer's, libraries, reading rooms, can
teens, baths, lectures, gymnasia, burial socie
ties and the like were to become the rule rather 
than the exception among the big employers". 
The period from 1850 to 1875 he simply calls 

»the 'golden age' of paternal, dynastic European 
capitalism« (Joyce 1980:  136) . Joyce himself sees 
this as contrasting the traditional view as it is 
expressed for instance in Robert's Paternalism 

in Early Victorian England where paternalism 
is seen to have played out its role (in England) 
around 1850 (in total harmony with the view in 
the Communist Manifesto) .  

When it comes to explaining this rise Joyce 
becomes less clear. The 'new paternalism' is 
explained by the still more liberalistically ori
ented society. He puts forward the remarkable 
point that employer benefits are enforced, not 
in spite of, but because of the spreading of 

liberalism. From the worker's perspective there 
is a longing for security ("an escape from the 

wilderness of the in d ustrial town"), and the 

empl oyer at the same t ime tries to estab lish a 
feeling of shared i n terests ("an attempt at the 
restitution of the community of the classes") 

fi)llowing the decades of conflicts with especi al
ly the charti st movement i n  the 1 830s and 
1840s. 

From another in dustrial sett in g the same 
conclusion of enforced paternalism is reached 
in Thommy Svensson's investigati on of Swed
ish factory communities in the second half of 

the nin eteenth centu ry. He understands pater
nalism primarily as a means to get the suffi
cient labour force." He distinguishes between 
two different conditions f()r the spreading of 
paternalism: It will be found in the countryside 
where the factory owner needs to build a 'soci
ety' parallel to the establishing of a production 
unit. Here the workers' reproduction in general 
must be taken care o£ This form he calls rural 

paternalism (landsbygdspaternalism) .  Second
ly, paternalism will be found in the cities, at 
enterprises with a need for categories of special 
workers of whom there is a scarcity. Hence this 
paternalist form is, according to Svensson, seen 
primarily in the skill demanding branches 
shipyards, engineering works, etc. This form is 
called urban paternalism (stadspaternalism). 

Svensson hereby adds to the wellknown need 
for building a 'society' in the countryside to 
ensure the sufficient labour force a similar need 
in the city where the right workers are hard to 
get. In both cases paternalism is seen as found

ed in needs internal in production. Svensson, 
like Joyce, sees a rise in paternalism through 
the last decades of the nineteenth century. 
Furthermore his explanation of this lies close to 
the one Joyce has put forward: the juridical 

liberalisation in the 1850s and 1860s means 
that laws with roots in agrarian society that 
formerly has been used to closely connect work
ers to the factory (here a rurally located textile 
plant) are disappearing and new means to hold 

on to the labour force are called for. 
However, Svensson's explanation gives no 

clue to the example of Joyce. The Manchester 
textile mills are certainly not demanding high
ly skilled labourers to a very large amount. 
Here it is obviously not the problem of getting 
hold of skilled workers, nor the lack of housing 
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facilit ies , food suppl ies, etc. th at makes factory 

own er�:� practise u welfa re paternn l i �:� m .  

Hence , history - empirical data - shows that 

the logic of industri a l  paterna lism is neither a 
demand to hol d on to s ki l led workers in the 

cities nor that it  serves as a builder of societies 

in the countryside. 

To be able to localize what might be a more 

adequate understandi ng of the l ogic of pater
nalism I need to use my own study of a Danish 
- but typ ical - industri al plant. 1 reach a conclu
sion differing from Joyce a nd Svensson , al
though not in rel ation to the rise - instead of 
decline - of paternal ism, but when it comes to 
the explai ning of this  rise. 

A Danish Engineering Factory and 
Shipyard 

Since paternalist relations between employers 
and employees contrast a system of regulation 
through trade unions and employers' organisa
tions - what I here choose to call a formalized 

system - my interest in paternalism initially 
made me search back in time to a peri od prior to 

the beginning of unionization . In Denmark, as 
mentioned above, the first unions were estab
lished in 187 1 - related in the beginning to the 

founding of a Danish section ofthe lnternation
ale - though it is not until 1899 that a real 
formalized system of employer/labour regula
tion is established with state recognition. 

By looking at managerial 'strategies' before 
the establishment of trade unions I expected to 

find paternalism in its 'purest' form. Trade 
unions finally gave paternalism its deathblow 
at the turn of the century and it was only 
reasonable to expect to find an 'unspoiled' pa

ternalism prior to 187 1 .  However, I should be 
very surprised. The kind of paternalism I knew 
from previous investigations (Nielsen 1993 and 

1994) - on factory communities in the decades 
around 1900 - was nowhere to find. I simply 
found no paternalism, at least not in the 'caring' 
form that became widespread after 187 1 and 
which around the century was referred to as a 
very old managerial form with deep roots in 
history. 

In the following I shall make a short descrip
tion and analysis of the kind of paternalism 

characterizi ng man agerial behaviour in the 

period prior to the breakthrough of unioni z  a
tion - in the period up till approximately 1870. 

The Setting 

In 1846 a Danish engineering factory was es

tablished. It soon expan ded and already in the 
1850s became Denmark's largest industrial 
plant. In this period it was called Baumgarten 

& Burmeister's Establishment referring to the 
two owners. The enterprise developed continu
ously and has, also through most of the twenti 
eth century, been known as one of Denmark's 
largest - since 1872 as the limited company 

Burmeister & Wain machine and shipbuilding 

(with Wain as manager since 1 865). Besides, the 
firm has been known throughout most of the 
world since 1912, after building the worlds first 
ocean going motor ship Selandia , which came to 
symbolize the end of steam technology. 

To get some kind of fundamental continuity 
in the analysis ofthis single enterprise through 
the period from 1850 to 1920 I have regarded it 
necessary to establish a detailed understand

ing ofboth the concrete physical setting and the 
internal organizing of production involving es

pecially labour processes, work routines and 
managerial structures on all levels. 

On the sketch on page 64 the engine plant is 
seen in 186 1 - at this time approximately 400 
people are engaged, among these one third at 
the shipyard (not on the picture) .  Production 
consists of machine goods in general, especially 
steam engines and boilers to the Danish mar
ket, but also larger building components such 
as bridges, mill works, etc. Marketing material 
and journals from production bear witness to a 
large variety of goods. The structure of the 
labour force reflects this production profile. It 

consists of workers in all branches of metals. 
Blacksmiths, smiths specialized in building of 
boilers (and among these riveters, who of course 
also are present at the shipyard), turners, cop
per smiths, etc. and, in connection with the 
foundry, moulders and pattern makers. Along 
with this complex of skilled functions a propor
tion of approximately one fourth unskilled work
men are engaged. 

Present right in the front of the plant are the 
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Baumgarten & Burmeister's works, ca 1861 .  1: Machine shops in the two lower floors. Residence in the third and 
fourth floor. Baumgarten and Burmeister occupy the two fl ats on the third floor. Rooms for servants on the top 
floor. 2: Drawing offices, ordinary offices in the upper floors, stables and bogs. 3-4: Machine shops. 5-8: Foundry. 
9:  Forge. 10: Workshop for coppersmiths. 1 1 :  Boiler workshop. Machine shop at the first floor. Workshops for 
pattern makers at the top floor. 1. 2 :  Bogs, room for fourteen men. 
Drawing made on the basis of contemporary insurance papers, construction files, engravings and paintings. From 
Nielsen 1998. 

apartments of the two managers Burmeister 
and Baumgarten. On top of the two-floor turner 
workshop they share the third floor, which is 
divided in two apartments each, containing one 
of the managers with his family and servants. 

This could look like a typical factory commu

nity although the workers are not housed in 
company apartments. Being located in the cen
tre ofthe capital ofDenmark there is no need for 
company housing - and it might be added that 
it is more than difficult to get sufficient space 

for production itself. 
But what about the content of managerial 

practice? Are there any traces of paternalism 
for instance? To answer this question, first of 
all, we need to consider managerial functions in 
general, hereby making it possible to distin
guish what may be termed paternalistic charac
teristics. It can be argued that capitalist man
agement consists of two basic demands: man
agement of capital (strategies of investment in 
general, more specifically decisions of opera

tions in production such as buying of labour, 
raw materials, machinery, etc.)  and technical 
management (concrete planning of production 
and management of work) (Cu tler et al. 

1977:308fi). 

Baumgarten and Burmeister solely make 
the decisions related to the use of capital (this is 
changed when the limited company is estab
lished in 1872) and their involvement in the 
production even goes far beyond that. Letters 
from the archives of the firm testify that they 
have been very much engaged even in concrete 
tasks in the workshops. Both having a technical 
education along with their national as well as 
international managerial experience (through 
longer stays on the continent and in Great 
Britain) combined with the complexity of pro
duction makes this involvement natural. Along 
with this the organizational structure of the 
factory is characterized by a complex hierarchy 
of leading functions, from the leaders of the 

workshops - the masters - to different, still 
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more H u borcl i n ate lcucl i ng f'u nct i ons, u lso among 
the ' worke rs' . This com p l ex ity o f' resp ons ibi l ity 

and leadersh i p by the wuy hus  paralle ls  in a 

surpri s i  ngly co mplex und d i  l'f'ercnti utcd wage 

pattern .  lt seems a l  most as i f' no two workers 

receiv e the same wage.'1 

Al though many s i  ngle persons arc i nvolved 

in man agemen t  - on very d i  ffe rent levels - it 

must be concl uded that the two owners arc very 

apparent at the workplace. However, instead of 
seeing th i s  as an express ion ofpatern alism, this 

seems pr imari  ly to be a p ractical  arrangement, 

determ i ned by the need to keep production 
running as smoothly as poss i ble . I sec the resi
dence ofthe owners in the middle ofthe plant as 
very much based on the same reason. It is a 
practical arrangement taking into considera

tion both their daily involvement in production 
as well as the scarcity of' avai lable apartments 
nearby. Moreover, it can be added that this 
solution o f' the residence of the owners is a 
cheap one. This factory starts out only as a 
small wo rkshop and th rift has been urgent in 
the beginn ing (an other expression of this is the 

fact that lodgers have occupied the fourth floor 

in the early period).  
Along with personali zed relations the exist

ence of extra-economical kinds of payment, as 

mentioned (and criticized) earlier, is often seen 
as an expression of paternalism, although they 
simply might be an outcome of, for instance, a 

rural setting. At Baumgarten & Burmeister 

only a health insurance fund shows some fe a
tures of such a practice, in what way I will 
return to later. What is very important, howev
er, is that the managerial style which becomes 
so widespread after 1870, namely the kind of 
paternalism which claims to be caring, and 
claims to be taking into consideration the well
being of the workers, etc. ,  is not apparent - at 
least not until well into the 1860s. There is 
simply almost no trace of what I earlier termed 

a welfare paternalism . 

This does not mean that a kind of special 

'treatment' for some labourers is totally absent. 
As already mentioned, wage differences are 
huge - some workers simply are treated better 

than others. This, however, must be seen in the 
light of the necessity of using special means to 
connect those workers appearing only with scar

city on th e labour market to th e firm (tu rners 

and moulders arc th e best pa id in this  ea rly 

phase) combined with the different demands to 

leadership and responsibility on the workshop 

floor. Some skills are simply hard to achieve in 

this period where the Danish engineering i n 
dustry is only in its very initial phase. Acknowl 
edgements for some workers in this respect, I 

would certainly hesitate to call paternalism 
(compare the above critique of Svensson); these 
special efforts in favour of the workers arc 

clearly conditioned by demands inside prod u c

tion itself combined with the actual contem
porary conjuncture on the labour market. What 

lacks completely in management relations and 

attitudes towards the workers is a claiming o f  

any sort of  parental care. And this i s  important 
- because this is exactly what at the turn of the 

century is claimed to be a managerial practi ce 
with deep historical roots. 

Summing up, instead of finding this kind of 
paternalism in a pure and unspoiled form, long 
before the first socialist unions, I just found a 

capitalistic enterprise working, unaware of an
ything but itself as a large economic organism 

to which several initiatives on behalf of the 
workers come naturally with the aim ofkeeping 
production running. Instead of an entity with 

employers acting as socially aware heads of a 
large household, I only found an economic enti

ty; this was not welfare paternalism. 

The Absence of a Cultural Concept of 
Workers 

What is the reason for the absence of this kind 
of paternalism? Well, to be a paternalist caring 
for your workmen there are two requirements. 

First, there have to be a concept of a 'worker'. 
Second , there need to be some kind of motiva

tion to be careful - extending what is sufficient 
to keep this workman in production. 

As to the first condition there is seemingly 
some concept of 'worker' present in Denmark 

from mid-century. The European year of revolu
tions - 1848 - starts a Danish debate on the 
labour question in which the main theme is the 

conditions of the poor. In this debate terms like 
'worker', 'working classes', etc. appears for the 
first time in Denmark. However, these terms do 
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not rc l'cr to any soci a l i  st, content, th ey s im ply 

po int  to the risk of'gett ing too la rge a proportion 

of l abouring poor. And by the term 'workers', it 

turns ou i, there is not necessarily a reference to 

wage workers - i .e .  peop le who could be expect
ed to l i  ve a who l e l i  l'c as such . Instead reference 

is pri marily to jou rneymen within the gu ilds 
an d there fo re only l iv ing as 'worke rs' for a 

lim ited period .7  
At the same time it becomes obvious that the 

Danish situation as regards poverty is not at all 
very a l  armi ng. Wages arc ris ing - Denmark is 
succeeding in the war against Germany 1848 to 
1850 - and there seem to be no risk of rebellious 

upri sings l ike the one in Pari s, which started 
th e whole debate. Al l in all , the discoursive 
climate throughout the 1850s regarding work
ers in manual labour contains no concept of a 
potenti al (soci al i st) oppositional attitude from 
the workers' side. Consequently, the second 
condition for a careful paternalism is not ful
filled: there is no motivation regarding the 
factory owners to be especially careful - their 
contributions to the workers go as far as is 
necessary to hold on to the different groups of 
labourers required to keep production running. 

This discoursive climate alters only little 
through the 1860s, though a more severe pover

ty - not least in Copenhagen - and the final 
abolishing of the guild system in 1862 makes 
the worrying for working people in general 
more apparent in the debate. An incipient fe ar 

of what might be the outcome of the spread of 
poverty is seen in glimpses in the debate, but 

there is still no discoursive dichotomy between 
potentially socialist workers and employers. 
Not until Denmark's first big strike - at Bur

meister & Wain, by the way - in 1871 and the 
establishing of a Danish section of The Interna
tional almost at the same time, a potentially 
socialist worker, and working class, with an 

explicit aim of overturning society and taking 
over means of production (and therefore a threat 
to employers' existence as such) appears in 
discourse. From that time on terms like 'worker' 
and 'working class' means the threat of social
ism. The outcome of this for the typical manage
rial conduct, I will return to. 

Let me first exemplify my point, that mana
gerial ways of treating the labour force in the 

1 8  50s and 1 8  60s d i rfcr in k ind from what  is 

perfi1rmed laie r o n .  l w i l l  loolo ;peci fica l  ly att .wo 

cases : celebrations at the enterprise and the 

way of organizing health insurance. 

Before 1870 - Factory Balls and Health 
Insurance 

For management there is good reason J()r i niti
atives which create a kind of team spirit related 
to the factory. On this background it is not 

surprising thai Baumgarten (later Wa in)  and 
Burmeister have chosen regularly to give fes
tivities through the 1850s and 1860s. A large 
production unit is un der creation and steady 
expansion, and celebration s are effective means 
of keeping hold on the indispensable labour 
force - which even for a large part is character
ized by a high skil l level . 

We know about the celebrations through a 
sample of 28 songs - from 1851 to 1870 - that 
have been used on these occasions . The 'factory 
balls', as they are called, seem to have been held 
at least once a year, and moreover in connection 
with the finishing of new important buildings 
as for instance in 185 1 when the four-storeyed 
combined workshop and residential property 
(housing, among others, the two chiefs) is conse

crated. The songs give an impression ofhow the 
relationship between the employers and em
ployees is, and not least how it is regarded 
important to be represented by management 

(though the songs are unsigned there is no 
doubt they are in agreement with the two heads 

of production). The songs have a bluff, jolly tone 
as is typical for contemporary artisan songs. 

What is interesting about the songs in this 
twenty-year period is that they do not accentu

ate the importance of the two chiefs. There is no 
familial rhetoric presenting the two employers 
as heads of a big family in the way it becomes 

typical later on in the nineteenth century 
(though earlier in England, see Nielsen 1994). 
What the songs are praising is the enterprise as 

such . Most of them are about the products of the 
undertaking, occasionally touching upon work 
in the different departments and not least the 
different trades in these, hereby emphasising 
how everyone -though not the unskilled (easily 
available) workmen -contributes to the success 
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For man agement to be efficient it has to be exercised at all levels. This does not necessarily imply a simple top
down relationship. Workers have a large variety of interests within the different production units and hence also 
the role of the salaried stafl" in the workshops are ambivalent: Of course, the master - here facing the 
photographer - is the counterpart of the workers, representing the top managers; on the other hand, he is 
important in keeping the borderlines between different work functions, thereby ensuring specific workers' access 
to particular areas of production. Forge on Burmeister & Wain 1919. 

ofthe enterprise. The last phrase in a song from 
1851 is an example of this: 

Then! We will look for the most stoutly among 
us 
But this will demand some fine eyes 
Then what about refraining from picking out 
And just shout Hurrah! 

And comprise in this 
the whole works! 

No head of production gets a particular apprais
al . Rather it is the productive unit - which 
everyone benefits from - that the song pays 
homage to. 

In a later song from 1856 actually a familial 
rhetoric is put forward, but not in a paternalist 

sense. The circumstances are the consecration 
of a new huge workshop for engine building (no. 
11 at the sketch). In the song the building is 
termed 'Mother', the workers are termed 'Fa
thers' (fertilizing the building) , and the prod
ucts, the engines, are their common 'Children'. 
The absence of an emphasising of parental care 
in the songs from this period is, I will argue, in 

fine agreement with the lack of a discoursive 
figure of employers as exploiting workers, who 
consequently in their turn risk to become socia
lists. 

Only a slight alteration can be traced in the 
songs in the late 1860s, where the heads of 
production - now Burmeister and Wain - are 
mentioned as persons and praised in thankful
ness in the songs. In one song the familial 
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sy mbo l i ::; m  from th e 1 8  56 song is repeated, yet 
n ow it  iR  the two ch iefs who arc cal led th e 
fath ers o f  the prod ucts of the enterprise (>>the 
Mach i ne::;, lcrti l i ed by the gen i u::; of two Men, 
arc ::;tca di ly giv i n g  bi rth to new Machinery«) .  
Thi s  example only marks a little - but never
theless s i gn i ficant - indicati on of a shift in 
orientation towards an i mage of careful pater
nal ism . Though not yet urgent, it has become 
important to point to the contribution from 
man agement toward s th e workers, who for their 
pari arc expected io be thankfu l .  

The same i s  the case with another example 
from this early phase prior to the breakthrough 
of soci alistically based trade unions: Health 
insurance is often seen as an indication of 
paternalism, being something going beyond a 

simple cash nexus. However, I will seriously 

question this in terpretation. As a manager you 
need to have some kind of accountability with 
regard to the work force. This need calls for 
some kind of insurance and security. No manag
er will have an interest in risking that his 

workers just by catching a common illness, 
meets with a total social deroute, maybe ending 

up in pauperism. Hence, there is good reason for 
seeing to some kind of health insurance availa
ble for the workers. This simply must be seen as 

a condition for withholding a stable workforce 
a way of ensuring that the workers return from 
their illness if not the next day, then the next 
week. 

In the case of Baumgarten & Burmeister 

actually the workers themselves have organ
ized a health insurance fund at least as early as 
1855. However, this fund is completely unknown 
(only knowable through unpublished records). 
The health insurance system at the enterprise, 
which is publicly exposed, and moreover plays a 
significant part in the history of the enterprise, 
is a fund established in 1863 and introduced as 
a completely new invention. Yet, by analyzing 
the files from the company archive it becomes 
clear that this 'new' fund just continues in the 
tracks of the former fund - having the same 
level of covering in case of illness. What is new 
about it, however, is that the enterprise pays 
the medical costs. Otherwise it just takes on 
where the old fund left. What is remarkable 
here, is that this fund is praised as an expres

s ion of patern al care (somehow related io the 

d i ssolv i ng o f t  he guilds in  1 862) in  spite of the 
fact that it just continues th e practi ce of an 

institution which has been playing a similar 
role for almost ten years within the workers' 
own framework. 

The appraisal of the (reorganized) health 

insurance is a fi rst sign of ih e effect on capi tal

ist management from an awakening discourse 
of pauperism for the majority of the population 
and the worrying where this might lead . But 

this managerial effort is not yet to be seen as an 
answer to a worker-employer dichotomy - rath

er it seem like an initiative, demanding only 
limited costs, suited to satisfy the wo rrying 
authorities of the state (partly, presumably, 
linked also to the fact that th e Danish mari ne is 
one of the big customers of the en terpri se) .  

The slightly altered role played by the enter
prise in connection with factory balls and health 
insurance, I see as indicators of a rising neces
sity from the part of the managers to take into 
consideration pressure external to the produc
tion entity itself. The early efforts to suit the 
workers (or rather some of the workers ) ,  such as 
high salary and celebrations, are production 
internal answers to the need of a steady and 
sufficient labour force. The altered orientation 
in the 1860s seems to be nourished by an incip
ient outer pressure demanding that employers 
act with responsibility and pay attention to the 
labouring poor. This marks the birth of another 

kind of paternalism than the one that just 
implies personal involvement in production or 
the existence of extra-economical payment. 

Mter 187 1 :  The Reinforcement of Pa
ternal Care or the Birth of Welfare 
Paternalism 

The year 187 1 is a mile stone in Danish history. 
As mentioned, this year sees the first major 
industrial strike, and moreover the establish
ing of a Danish section of the International 
parallel to the founding of the first socialist 
newspaper. 

This is certainly no isolated Danish develop
ment. Throughout Europe - with France as the 
most significant example - and the United 
States similar incidents and phenomena occur 
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in these yea rs. The te mpora l  context may vary 
- Engl und facel:l l:l i m i l:.t r  cha ngel:l already in the 

1830s a n d ,  bei ng  prior to every oth er coun try, 
diverges beca use no precedents can be rcierred 
to - but the change or con text is very much 
simila r. F' rom a s ituat i on with no emphasizing 

of antagon ism between empl oyers and workers 
- where workers' associ  ations, i f" any, will be 
engaged only in limiting workers rep roductive 

costs (such as sickn ess insurance fu nds, whole
sale societies,  etc.)  - th e contrasting interests 

amon g the two fu ndamenta l categories of capi
talist producti on become the main discoursive 
turningpoint. What becomes clear for every 

empl oy er is that a workman risks to alter into 
a socialist worker, and that is a potential threat 
to man agement of prod uction itself. If the so
cialist un ions get their way, they not only want 
influence on management - by having a say on 
wage level, length of the work day, etc. - but 
ultimately (at least in their programs) to take 
over the means of production. 

Now, these considerable changes, in which 
reference to an employer necessarily implies a 
potential socialist worker as the discoursive 
counterpart, mark a new era in the history of 

industrial relations. But what does this do to 
managerial practice? Does it remove the per
sonal content of the relationship from above 
towards the workers - in the way that Marx and 
Engels suggest? Does it remove the little ten
dency to show parental care towards the work
ers? 

By turning again to the case of Burmeister & 
Wain - while I will still argue that this case 
study holds true on a general level - I shall show 
that it is rather the other way round. The 
introduction of a discoursive worker - employer 
antagonism not only reinforces paternalism, it 

marks the birth of a new kind of paternalism. 
From now on the essence of paternalism is the 
claim of being caring and solicitous - a claim 
either implicitly or explicitly aimed to attack 
the accusation of employer ruthlessness, reck
lessness and exploitation. All in an effort to 
avoid the breakthrough of socialistically based 
unionization. 

By the end of 187 1 Burmeister & Wain - as 
any other Danish capitalist undertaking - is 
not only seen as a large production unit but, in 

addition, as a potential centre of confl ict .  M a n  
agement is forced to account for this .  The a l 
tered situ ati on is expressed all over. Most cl ea r
ly in the newspapers of the time which all need 

to account for the new issues. Moreover the 

establishment of a Danish socialist newspaper 
leads to a necessary commitment to the labo ur 

questi on for the whole range or older newl:lpa
pers as well . 

The new situation is also reflected i n  th e 
records of Burmeister & Wain Ltd. Where the 

several hundreds of workers have been almol:lt 
anonymous in the quarter of a century prior to 

187 1 - only showing off in wage lists - they now 
appear as persons in the records of the enter

prise. Most clearly this is appearing in the leiter 
copies of many personal recommendations, 
aimed at other employers, made for workers 

suddenly it has become important to underline 
a specific worker's "devotion to duty", "manage
ability" and other characteristics. Workers have 
become personalities, and need to be accounted 
for as such by management. 

In the following I will primarily exemplify 

the new paternalism with the founding of an old 
age fund at Burmeister & Wain. Though old age 
provision can seem parallel to health insurance 
- being a means of improving reproduction 
standard of the labourers - it differs in kind. In 
contrast to health insurance it is aimed at 

workers at a period in their life where they play 
no role in production any more - it is not 
primarily aimed at keeping the workers fit in 
the ongoing production8. Hence old age provi
sion is a suitable criteria in tracing a new kind 
of paternalism. 

In 1875 the old age fund at Burmeister & 
Wain is founded. The firm underlines that the 
fund involves no contributions from the work
ers, only the firm itself is the donor. The expres
sion in the first paragraph of the articles of the 
fund is significant: "The aim of the provision 
fund, is to ensure the working staff at the joint 
stock company a secure old age provision with
out any contribution from the staff itself'. This 

is clearly an initiative presented as being solely 
for the benefit of the workers. However, impor

tantly (though not surprisingly), it is not only 
exposed internally. Far from it. The establish
ing of the fund is made known for a much wider 
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aud ie  nce. F'o r i n  ::;tance th rough the annual gen

era l meeting at th e jo int-stock company from 
wh ich some of the big newspapers regul arly 
re port. In 1 8  75 th e newspaper reports are con
siderably longer th an  usual due to a plump 
descri ption ofthe old age provis ion at the enter
prise - a typical reflection ofthe huge focus on 
worke r issues in the 1 870s. 

My argument here is that the introduction of 
old age provision is to be un derstood as natural 
- almost necessary - in a discursive climate 
where sti l l  more atte ntion is put to the doings of 
the heads of capitalist firms. This interpreta
tion seems to be corroborated in the following 
citation from th e general meeting of the firm in 

1885. It is the chairman ofihe board of directors 
in Burmeister & Wa in who is quoted for the 
fol lowing expression: "the company is in all 

respects providing tor its workers and their 
bereaved, and [he] mentioned the considerable 
amounts of money yearly spent on widows' 
pension and costs for medical care in addition to 
the annual contribution to the old age fund, 
leading to the conclusion that the company did 
more than its duty". The concluding remarks 

are important - the company contributes with 
more that could be expected ("did more than its 
duty") .  This is an implicit reference to the view 
- spreading in contemporary debate - that 
capitalist enterprises only see workers as a 
component of production and normally show no 
consideration beyond this. The old age fund is 
not related to the active and profitable part of 
the work force,9 it includes everybody, not only 

the many skilled workers but everyone from 
white collar workers to simple, unskilled work
men. In other words, the image of the old age 
provision is that it is not determined by de

mands internal to production, it is urged by an 
honest solicitude for the workers. 

I argue that this development towards a 
'welfare' paternalism of which the establishing 
of an old age fund is a part, is forced by the 
potential unionization of workers on a socialist 
basis - parallel to these welfare initiatives, as is 
well known, managers in general in this period 
are fighting the foundation of unions with all 
available means. One of several means is dis
missal of workers having anything to do with 
the unions. In this respect old age provision 

attempts to make workers choose a cl ose, l i  fe
long relationship with their company instead of 
join ing horizontally with other workers. 

However, the managerial initiatives address 
still another part, namely the public opinion 

and more specifically the politicians. In these 
decades there is considerable focus on industri
al relations and the conditions provided for the 
poor part ofthe population . Especially the ques

tion of subvention of wage-earners when they 
reach their non-profitable age is important from 
a state perspective. Managers running their 
company without any consideration of these 
questions risk a general reinforcement offacto

ry regulation - they simply need to show off 
their feeling of responsibility towards their 
workforce. 10 Hence not only Burmei ster & Wa in 

but a considerable part of the large enterprises 
in Denmark (N rregaard 1945 :95) and through
out Europe introduces old age provision in the 

1870s and 1880s. 
Especially remarkable about the founding of 

old age provision funds is that they get an image 
as a personal matter between workers and 

paternalists. On Burmeister & Wa in for in
stance special treatment - in addition to the 

standard taxes according to seniority - can be 
offered by personal application to Burmeister 
who hereafter decides if he will meet the re
quest. On the other hand we talk about an 
absolutely general feature here - hence it cer
tainly seems pointless to look for the back
ground of these institutions in the personality 
of the different company heads. That the basic 
reason for the establishment of a 'paternalist' 
institution such as an old age fund is not person
al characteristics of individual managers is 
exemplified in detail in the case of Burmeister 
& Wain: Only three years after the introduction 
of the old age fund in 1875, the fund meets a 
considerable opposition from the part of the 
workers since they see the fund as a hindrance 

to a rising of wages. 
This criticism is understandable but it is the 

subsequent occurrence among the managers of 
the enterprise that I will throw into relief here. 
The workers' wish is discussed on the regular 
meeting with both the board of directors and 
the two managing directors (Burmeister and 
Wain). The directors, that is the paternalists 
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themsclvc::;, hold the v iew to simply dissolve the 

old a c prov is ion fu nd - after all  several 
disadv antages have tu rned out to be rel ated to 
the fu nd,  such as the obligations also towards 
the re latively l ar e proportion of the work force 

being on ly at th e ente rprise for a short while 

(not least at the shipyard where production is 
very u n  stable) .  At th is  point of the meetin , 
however, the board of th e company forces 
through a continuation ofthe fund - apparently 
becau se of the important rol e it plays as to the 

image of' the enterpri se. What is remarkable is 
that th i s  essentially patern alist institution (an 

old age provision fund) does not survive by 
virtu e o f' s i  ngle persons - the paternalists - but 
because it seems necessary for the managing of 
the firm . This is fundamentally in contrast to a 
common sense parallel betweenjoint-stock com

panies and the end of paternalism - on the 
contrary, here we see the modern, rational, 

farsighted, joint-stock based capitalism consol
idating a truly paternalist institution. This 
emphazises once more that this kind of pater

nalism - the socially aware, welfare paterna
lism - is neither a relic from earlier times nor 
dependent on certain personal characteristics. 

It is a managerial feature feeded by the threat 

of unionization and a public or state based 
pressure to show consideration towards the 
workforce. 

Neither is it satisfactory to explain this de
velopment by referring to a spread ofliberalism 
as both Joyce and Svensson do. Liberalism itself 
bears no pressure to take welfare initiatives 

though it can be argued that some of the out
comes ofliberalism indirectly contribute in cre

ating this pressure on managers: The social 
disintegration, for instance in the wake of the 
dissolution of the guilds, subsequently leads to 
a deeply felt need for workers to stick together 

in an effort to ensure reasonable reproduction 
conditions. In Denmark - and on Burmeister & 
Wain - a considerable fall in real wages prior to 

1870 paves the way for the labour risings in the 

1870s. The former reproductive worker associ
ations such as wholesale societies - in the 1850s 
and 1860s - were characterized by having no 
relation to the labour market being primarily 
aimed at keeping working people's costs down. 
These associations turn out to be insufficient, 

and it becomes obvious that efforts to get ::;omc 

influence also on work and wa e condi tions arc 
necessary. Only with th ese additional expl ana 
tion s liberalism can be said to pave the wave fo r 
the new paternalism after (in Denmark) 187 1  . 

If the story of Burmeister & Wa in was excep
tional there would be no reason in sharing i t  

with others. However, th e story o f  th i s  w e  Hare 
paternalism - in which the old age provision 

fund plays a significant role - is parallel to th e 
situation generally in the industrialized worl d 

in the last decades of the nineteenth century. 1 1  

Unfortunately this conclusion must be based on 
the work of only a few researchers such as Joyce 
and Svensson. As mentioned, researchers nor
mally contend themselves with looking at the 
decades around 1900 as a historical starting 

point and then extra-polate to the period prior 
to this, where source material is much harder to 
get at. When for instance the Swedish historian 

Magnusson -rightly - interpret the existence of 
an old age provision fund (at the large engineer

ing works he is investigating) as a paternalist 
institution, he just - wrongly - draws the con
clusion (due to the common scheme of a declin

ing paternalism) that the fund origins in a far 
past. He writes:  "there is bearings of a social 

'welfare' program of this kind from very early on 
- there is proof of parts of it as early as the 
1870s, but there is no reason to doubt that it is 

much older than this" (Magnusson 1986:52) .  On 
the contrary, in my opinion there is every reason 
to doubt the existence of this kind of 'welfare' 

paternalism - exemplified for instance by an 
old age provision fund - as a general feature 
prior to the threat of labour organisation in 

socialist unions. The whole point is that this 
kind of paternalism - as a general widespread 

feature - is nourished by the fact that workers 
are experiencing a political awakening and 
thereby becoming a potential threat to compa
ny managing. As is obvious from analysing the 
circumstances in the last decades of the century 
the welfare paternalism goes hand in hand with 
considerable efforts to hinder unionization of 

the workers. On Burmeister & Wain for in
stance - but with parallels everywhere else 
the paternalist welfare contributions are depen
dent on loyalty towards the company, which in 
this period means to stand back from any temp
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tati ons to jo in  the u n ion .  Every kind of u n ion 

work i t;  ex posed to i m medi ate p u nitlh ment -

most freq uent. ly c! i s m  issa l .  Concl ud i  ngly, to put 
it very s i m ple,  th is  wel fare patern alism is not 
surv iv i ng i n  spite of; but created and developed 

beca. l/.se or  u n i o n i zation . 

The End of Paternalism around 1900 

The dissolution of u n formal i  :wd paternal isti 
cally based re lat ions between workers and 
employers i n  f tvour or a (() rrn a l i zed system of 

regu lati on arou nd the turn of th e centu ry is a 
wel l known story (in Den mark more clear-cut 
th an i n  other cou ntries with the general agree
men t 1 899 between workers' un ions and em
pl oyers' organisations as the basic component) 
and T wil l  only make a few comments on this 

here. Finally, towards the end of the century 
paternalism as an alternative to horizontally 

based workers' un ions comes under such severe 
fire that it takes to much too maintain the 
system. There are two important managerial 
concerns to bear in mind here. 

Firstly, paternalism in its welfare form turns 
out to be less rational in the eyes of managers, 

than initially expected. The necessary consider
ation not only for the important part of the 
labour force but also for less indispensable 
workers is inconvenient and expensive. Howev
er, this price is paid for several decades and the 
final accept of ending paternalistically based 
relations is only understood in the light of the 
second issue. 

Secondly, and in particular, the managerial 
fear of unionization ofthe workers, which really 
is severe in Denmark through the 1870s and 
1880s, turns out to be unfounded. Unionization 
does not mean social dissolution, nor does it 
lead to a situation where workers are taking 
over the means of production or anything of the 
kind. On the contrary, trade unions implies 
stability, a labour force committed to agree
ments - and all in all, unionization means a 
consolidation of capitalistically based organi
sation of production and labour market. On 
Burmeister & Wain, for instance, management 
actually in 1898 requests all of its now 2 000 
workers to join the union - to ensure stability 
and calmness between the periods of collective 
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barga inin g ! A considerab le change of strat e y 
in the light ofthe preceding decades where the 
unions have been fought with al  l meant;. And, 

importantly, this alteration is  not caused by the 
death ofBurmeister - the last of the old man ag
ing directors - as i ndicated in th e obi tu ary 
notice quoted initially. But from now on rational 
management navigates under new circumstanc
es in a formalized industrial system, j ust as a 
welfare paternalism was regarded the modern, 
ration al,  way of managing lor th e jo int-stock 
company only a few decades earlier. 

In Conclusion: Phases of Relations be
tween Employers and Workers 

I have tried above to show the inconsistencies in 

a common sense view of paternalist manage

ment as something stemming from feudal or 
guild circumstances just surviving as a kind of 

relic through the early years of industrial capital
ism. Paternalism understood in general, as the 

absence of a formalized labour market of course 
is apparent until - in most countries - the years 
around 1900. However, it is a great mistake 
from this fact to conclude that the preceding 

period is one of a continuing decline of one sole 
kind of paternalism. My conclusion points are, 
in certain respects, in exactly the opposite di
rection. One characteristic feature related to 
paternalistic management - namely the paying 
of attention (and not least an outwardly announ

ced one) to the welfare of the employees - is 
generally a new thing, in most countries 'found
ed' around 1870, in England some twenty years 
earlier. The argument is as follows: No pay
ments from management to employees except 
wage (whether this is in the form of housing or 

the like are not relevant here) are necessary in 
a capitalistic context - separating this in prin

ciple from an juridical based feudal paternal
ism from which it gets its rhetoric. Hence ben
efits to the workers, extending what is neces
sary internally to production, are not generally 
known before 1870. Hereafter, then, there are 
no limitations in managers' claiming of social 
awareness extending widely what basically are 
their 'duty' - one clear expression of this is the 
establishment of old age funding (promoted as 
non-profitable welfare) on a large number ofbig 



ente rpri ses i n  th iH  period . I sec two m a i n  exp la
nation::; for thi::; foundi ng of a new patcrnal i ::;m :  

Firstly, the threat of  soc ia l i sm ma kes it ne ces 

sary to prevent workers from turning agai nst 
manage ment by showing good wi l l and sens ibil 

ity to dem ands from th e workers . Secondly, i n  
relation to this, si  milar man agerial efforts arc 
neces sary as an answer to the state subject 
which , more or less expressed , makes it clear for 
heads of big firms that their freedom as manag
ers depends on their abil ity of demonstrati ng  
social aw areness. 

On th is background I ch aracterize three 
management 'systems' which need to be care
fully ::;cparated (thei r presence in time is only 
estimated):  Firstly, ' enterprise internal pater

nalism' - up till 1870 (in England up till 1850) 
- referri ng to the situation where the only 

considerations from management are related to 
the internal functioning of the enterprise: this 

can result in (not considering personal charac
teristics of the paternalist himself) harsh man

agement exploiting workers as much as possi
ble, as well as beneficial management to attract 
specific groups of workers, etc. Secondly, ' wel

fare paternalism' - up till 1900 - characterized 

by the necessity discussed above of showing 
carefulness as a prevention against socialism 

and state interference. And finally, ' formalized 

management'  from 1900 - characterized by 

labour regulations being organized through 
trade unions and employers' organisations with 
equal representation from the two sides (and of 
course, this last form goes through considerable 
alteration during the twentieth century, but 
that is another story). 

Summing up , the period prior to 1900, rather 
than being a period of gradual alteration, is 
marked by severe developmental ruptures, im

plying kinds of paternalism so differently based 
that they necessarily must be separated from 
each other. 

Notes 

1. Extract from an obituary notice in the newspa
per Politiken 13. 12. 1898. 

2 .  The question of paternalism is a major theme in 
my Ph.D.-dissertation (Nielsen 1998) - made on 
a tree-year grant from The Danish Research 

Counci  l f(u· t.hc l lu m a n il ics. The d i scrt.at.ion has 
a s u m n m ry i n  l nl-(l i sh .  l?or a bric fprcscn t.  a t . ion of 
the concl usions,  sec Nielsen 2000. 

3.  For a more tlcla i l ctl ou t.l i n i ng of th is a rgu men t. , 
sec Nie lson 1 994. 

4.  As a fillu-lh reason li> r palcrn a l i s m  Lars Ma�-:n us
son (Magn usson 1987) sees it. as a means lo 
ensure conlrol t.owards the l abou r f(wcc. l l owcv
or, as I sec it., contro l  is a 1-(onoral manal-(i nl-( 
demand f(u· capit.a l i sl i ca l ly organ ized cn t.crpriH
os as such (while the workers' earnings arc not. 
directly connected to th eir doings through the 
day of work) - the i nlcrcst.i ng thing is lo exp l a i n 
why contro l  lake a paternal  istic f(u·m.  

5 .  As a paral l e l  t.o my argument. about. 'control '  
above (note 4) one could cl aim h ere th at manal-(
crs always have the prob lem of ensur ing prc
ccncc oft.hc necessary l abou rers  what. mus t.  be 
explai ned is why this need seeks its solution 
through paternalism . 

6. In my Ph.D. -disscrtation from 1998 (as well as in 
Niel sen 1997 and 2000) the quest ion ofho mogc
neily in (logica l ly necessary) co-existence w i th 
heterogeneity in 'workers' culture' play a signif
icant part - di!Tcrcnt.iation ( in wages fi>r i n 
stance) seems to be much more widespread than 
normally expected, through the early years of 
industrialism as well as later on. In the disserta
tion I both show this empirically and try lo 
explain it theoretically. However, there is not 
room for an outlining of the arguments here. 

7. In spite of the fact that only a small proportion of 
Danish workingmen actually were connected to 
guilds - nearly none of Baumgarten & Bur
meisters workers, for instance - and only a very 
small part of the guildorganized could expect to 
end up as masters. In the debate, to a certain 
degree, reference is made to pauperism in rural 
districts (due to a severe rise in population),  but 
in general this is not related to the urban situa
tion. 

8. I here chose not to put weight to the fact that old 
age provision can have a disciplinary effect also 
in the working years).  

9. At least not in the way it is promoted. Actually it 
has disciplinary effect upon the younger workers 
as well for the simple reason that their right to 
provision on a later date is dependent on an 
appropriate working life in the firm. 

10. Interesting in this connection is how the firm can 
underline its social responsibility on the yearly 
annual meeting by expressing how it provides for 
the necessities for life not only for the more than 
one thousand workers but for their wives and 
children too, summing up to a number of more 
than 4,000. 

11. Rather, I will argue, what is exceptions through 
the history of industrial relations, are the known 
examples of welfaristic paternalism early in the 
19th century. Robert Owen's factory community 
New Lanark in Southern Scotland is the best 
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known nf '  t. hese exa m p les. l l owever, Uw lil llwus
ness of '  Owen is a res u l t. ol'l. he very l i rcL lh al l te, 

' be i ng a wel far i sl ic J.Ktlern n l isl , i s  an exceptional 
mH n: tger. Th i s  be i n g  in co rn p le t. e con l ntHL lo l i te 
s i tuation i n  the la t.e 1 9th centu  ry w h e n  w e l fa re 
paterna l i s m has become t. he ru le .  
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